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SUMMARY

In 1949 a gravity motor was used to establish a gravity
value at Fishermons Bend, Victoria, by traversing from a pendulum
station in Adelaide.^Values were established at other points en
route, This Record describes the operation and gives the results in
tabulated form, revised to agree with the values for the Australian
gravity network as adjusted in 1962



1.^INTRODUCTION

In 1943 the Industrial Chemistry Division of the CSIR
(later to become the CSIRO) was engaged in research work that involved
very precise pressure measurements. These measurements demanded a
precise knewledge of the value of gravity.^The CSIR enlisted the
aid of the Bureau of Mineral Resources to determine this value at
the Fishermens Bend laboratory, near Melbourne, where the work was
being done.

The Bureau had already arranged to borrow pendulum
equipment suitable for absolute gravity determinations from Cambridge
University, but this would not have arrived for some time. The only
equipment available was a Reiland gravity meter, which can make precise
relative measurements. No sufficiently accurate value of gravity had
over been established in Victoria, but Mr Colin Kerr Grant, in 19379
had established a value of 979.7158 cm/sec2 at the Old Observatory
in West Terrace, Adelaide. This value, which had been measured' with
Cambridge pendulums, was then believed to be accurate within about
0.001 cm/sec2 .

The gravity value was transferred from Adelaide to
Fishermons Bend by a series of readings with Holland gravity meter
No. 58. At the same time, gravity values were established at many
points along the road from Adelaide to Melbourne. The readings were
taken by E. McCarthy and the author during January and February 1949.

This Record describes the operation in which the gravity
value at Fishermens Bend was established. The results wore made
available to CSIR in 1949, and have since been usca in various ways
by the Bureau.

The results as originally calculated were based on
Kerr Grant's value at Adelaide, and on the maker's calibration factor
(0.1084 milligals 'eer dial division) for the gravity meter.^Since
1949, however, gravity has been determined with more accurate pendulum
equipment at both Adelaide and Melbourne (Dooley, McCarthy, Keating,
Naddern, & Williams, 1961).^Subsequent gravity-meter tics have
necessitated further adjustments to the adopted values (Dooley, 1962).

The results presented here in Table 1 are based on

Old Observatory, Adelaide^979,722.20^meal

Footscray, Melbourne^979,979.00

Calibration factor (Heilana 53)^0.10939 meal/division

The two gravity values are those adopted after the 1962
adjustment, and the calibration factor is calculated to make the meter
readings fit exactly between the Old Observatory and Footscray.
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2. OPERATIONS

The heating coils of the Heiland gravity meter must be
connected to a 6—volt accumulator throughout a survey. For convenience,
the meter used on this survey was mounted in a sedan car; a hole cut
in the floorboards mrmitted the tripod to be lowered, and the meter
read from within the car. Readings were made like this at every
station except the Old Observatory, where the meter and accumulator
had to be carried down the stairs into the vault.

To correct for drift in gravity—meter readings, a 'looping'
system was used readings wore taken at four stations roughly ten miles
part, then the stations were re—read in the reverse order, and once again
in the forward direction. From these readings a drift curve was plotted
and used to compute the gravity interval between the rear and forward
stations. If a reasonably smooth drift curve could not be drawn —
some meter readings were influenced by 'jumps' or earth tremors —
that interval was repeated.

In order to make the results useful in regional gravity
studies, corrections for altitude had to be made. Most of the route
(Plate 1) was close to the Adelaide/Melbourne railway. Therefore as
many gravity stations as possible wore placed in railway yards or at
other places close to railway bench marks, and the altitude of the
gravity station was determined by spirit levelling from the bench mark.

3. RESULTS 

There is a discrepancy of 106.57 ft between Victorian
Railways levels and South Australian Railways levels whore they moot
at the State border. This arises almost entirely from the different
datums used by the two States. The altitudes listed in Table 1 are
all reduced to Victorian Railways datum; i.e., 106.57 ft has been
subtracted from all altitudes determined from South Australian Railways
levels.

The latitudes and longitudes listed on Table 1 were scaled
from the 1s250,000 map sheets.

No topographical corrections have been made to the results;
for almost all of the stations, topographical effects would be negligible,
and in no case would they be large.

There are no large gravity anomalies at any of the stations.
This tends to confirm the hypothesis that this part of Australia is
isostatically well adjusted.
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